
Testimonial 1:

At Advanced Skincare Center and Spa, we are proud to carry the most
effective lip plumper on the market! Great Lips RX provides the fastest
result for giving fullness and color to your lips that's long-lasting. The
packaging is neat and compact and can be carried even in the smallest of
purses. Great lips can be worn under or over lip stick, however, if worn by
itself, gives a soft, natural flush to your lips that doesn't require any
color at all!

Desiree Strong, 
Owner 
Advanced Skincare Center and Spa 
Orlando, Fl
 
Thank you Great Lips RX!

Here are my ideas on the top 10 reasons for using GREAT LIPS RX
 
1. Your lips with look youthful because they will be plumper and have more color.
2. It has been shown that women with plumper lips feel prettier and sexier..
3.  Vitamins A,C,and E provide a slight exfoliation and hydration all in one. 
4. It enhances any lip implant or injections to look even better.
5. It helps to reduce the appearance of fine lines in your lips.
6. No matter what size lips you have, it will give them more definition.
7.  It is a lip therapy that you use along with your skincare AM and PM
8. It enhances the color of your favorite lipstick
9. You will enjoy the natural peppermint cooling sensation.
10. Last but not least WHO DOESNT WANT PLUMPER, SEXIER, MORE BEAUTIFUL 
LIPS?
       IT JUST MAKES SENSE TO USE GREAT LIPS RX!!
 



Testimonial 2: 

All of our clients love Great Lips Rx!! They love the tingle and how plump their lips are. 
They return to buy more because Great Lips is by far superior to any other lip plumper 
that we have sold and tried.

Jennifer Martin Aesthetician / Chrissy Morris Aesthetic Coordinator
New Vision Vero Beach, FL



Testimonial 3: 

Great Lips Rx lip therapy makes an affordable wonderful gift.  It not only is 
recommended with or makeup purchases but also our skincare regiments.

Our clients love it!!!!

Essential Spa Melbourne FL



Testimonial 4: 

" Great Lips Rx is wonderful. After 8 months of using, my lips look plumper longer. They 
also feel less chapped. I love the peppermint and tingly feeling."
 
Joy Smith 
Ehrhardt, SC 



Testimonial 5: 

 April 30, 2010 

Qua Baths & Spa at Caesars in Atlantic City has been retailing to our guests the Great 
Lips RX product since we opened back in May 2008. 

The Great Lips RX has been a successful product for us here at Qua Baths & Spa as it 
is one of those products that guests are interested in and would like to try using. 
The price point of this product is a great price as well, so that any guest that has never 
used a product like the Great Lips RX will to try it to see if this is something that they 
would like to continue using to obtain the plumping effects without having to spend a lot 
of money to do this. 

The Great Lips RX is one of those products that does not take up am lot of space to 
display and as such is one of those items that fits very well as the Spa Boutique 
Reception were it becomes as quick pic item. 

We are continually placing re-orders for the product as it always sells out and guest 
returning back to the spa area always looking for it to replace the one they have 
finished. 

Robert Seibel 
Spa Director 
Qua Baths & Spa 
Caesars, Atlantic City








